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Understanding the concept that a life care plan is viewed as being 
multidimensional is critical for those taking on the task of plan development 
for the first time.  Many rehabilitation professionals and case managers will 
undertake the life care plan as if they were constructing a building.  First, 
they lay the foundation and then they construct each floor, one on top of the 
other.  Or, they may attempt to complete one page of the life care plan before 
moving on to the next page.  This sounds logical, but it is fundamentally 
wrong and will inevitably lead to disaster on multiple levels.  Every item or 
recommendation in the life care plan has the potential to influence every 
other recommendation in the plan. Any subsequent change in a 
recommendation, or any addition, has the potential to produce a “domino 
effect” in terms of its impact on the plan.  
 
In this section, the principles of multidimensionality in life care planning are 
discussed.   
 
Principles of Multidimensionality in Life Care Planning  
 

A. Each recommendation (driven by a specific deficit of dysfunction), will 
impact the life care plan pages both directly and indirectly.  For 
example, tube feeding may directly impact nursing services and 
therapies, but will also indirectly impact architectural renovations due 
to storage requirements.  

B. Directly impacted items frequently crossover to influence other directly 
impacted items.  For example, both tube feeding and breakthrough 
seizure disorder management impact the level of nursing care 
required.  

C. Directly impacted items may be affected by indirect recommendations.  
For example, when a camp for children with special needs is 
recommended on the leisure page with no concomitant adjustment to 
the home care page, the result is an overlap in total care provided in 
the plan.  

D. Directly impacted items may limit access to indirect items or pages 
forcing alternate recommendations. For example, tube feeding cannot 
be accommodated at a local school program, which necessitates a 
homebound educationally necessary therapy programs. This 
information would result in a change on your therapy page in relation 
to frequency and scheduling.  
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E. Directly impacted items may force recommendation changes by 
limiting time availability as well as access to an otherwise needed 
service.  This situation often forces compromises.  Such compromises 
are often the staple of an effective, credible, and efficient life care plan.  

F. No one can complete a life care plan in a two-dimensional format.  It is 
always multidimensional in its interaction and correlation.   
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